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Despite the turning point in the Atlantic campaign in May 1943, the great strategic objective during the first months of 1944 for German U-boats still remained to try to cut the transatlantic supply lines between North America and Great Britain. If this could be done, German planners reasoned, the Allies would be incapable of mounting an invasion of northwestern Europe in the spring of 1944. The U-boats in 1943 thus undertook large-scale attacks on convoys in the North Atlantic in an attempt to sever the Allies' maritime supply routes. In a series of convoy battles in which the submarines suffered heavy losses but sunk few Allied ships, the Germans were decisively defeated and the U-boats were forced to withdraw from the mid-Atlantic convoy routes. This was a major defeat and ended any realistic chance the Germans had of cutting the transatlantic convoy routes.

The defeat of the U-boats in 1943 was due to Allied superiority in tactics, weapon systems, and above all in communications intelligence. Not only were the locations of U-boats betrayed by communications intelligence but, by the beginning of 1944, the Allies had the resources in the form of both carrier-borne and land-based aircraft, as well as surface escorts, to operate with overpowering force against the Germans in any part of the North Atlantic. Moreover, these surface escorts and aircraft were equipped with the latest and most sophisticated types of detection devices and weapons. To make matters worse for the Germans, they did not at the time fully understand the reasons for the defeat of their U-boats in the mid-North Atlantic in 1943. Nor at the beginning of 1944 did they know that an Allied invasion of northwestern Europe was imminent and that it would most likely occur in the spring of 1944. Hence, they saw no real strategic alternative other than to continue the U-boat offensive against Allied convoys despite the losses they had sustained in the previous months.

Forced to abandon operations against convoys in the mid-Atlantic, the Germans decided in February 1944 to deploy U-boats against Allied convoys in the Western Approaches to Great Britain, to the west of Ireland, in a last attempt to cut Allied supply lines. The Western Approaches were chosen because Allied convoys bound for the North Channel between Ireland and Britain would be easier to intercept there than in mid-ocean. Moreover, the area was in the range of the German Air Force (GAF), which could provide support by flying reconnaissance missions. The deployment, though, was a
The Northern Mariner
desperate gamble. Grand Admiral Karl Doenitz, the commander-in-chief of the German Navy, knew that "the current-type of U-boats could no longer achieve any consequential results" because of their technological inferiority to Allied anti-submarine forces.1 Nevertheless, there were compelling reasons why U-boats in February 1944 still had to attack convoys. First, with the Allied invasion of northwest Europe imminent, the U-boats simply could not surrender the Battle of the Atlantic. If the U-boats conceded the North Atlantic convoy routes, the Allies could then redeploy all the men, ships, and aircraft used to fight them directly against Germany. There were also other considerations. Since the Germans still intended to introduce new high-performance U-boats, such as the Walter submarine, there were fears that if the crews remained ashore until these weapons were available their morale would suffer and the U-boat service as a whole would lose its knowledge and experience of the latest Allied anti-submarine techniques.2 In addition, there was also the question of the Navy's relations with the GAF. Doenitz wanted U-boat crews to have experience in cooperating with aircraft so that when the new types of U-boats became available they could operate in conjunction. For months the Grand Admiral had been lobbying Goering and Hitler for GAF support for U-boat operations.3 If Doenitz had simply declared that U-boats were unable to continue the Battle of the Atlantic, Goering in all probability would have used this as an excuse to end all air support for the Navy. This would have meant that when the new types of U-boats became operational there would have been no possibility for joint operations. On the basis of these calculations, Doenitz decided to deploy U-boats into the Western Approaches, despite knowing that there was little chance for success.4

On 10 February 1944 the Befehlshaber der Unterseeboote [BdU] ordered twenty-eight U-boats of the Igel-1 and Igel-2 groups to take up positions west of Ireland in a great arc across the route taken by convoys proceeding to and from the North Channel.5 At the same time, the U-boats were informed that "an operation against an American-England convoy is planned for about 16/2 with GAF recce [reconnaissance]."6 It was the BdU's intention to employ GAF aircraft to locate a westbound Allied convoy and to "attempt to fight on the surface, under favorable weather conditions, and with a sufficient number of boats" a convoy action.7 The Allies had knowledge of all this, for they had been reading the German coded command radio communications since December 1942.8 The order to deploy the Igel U-boats was decoded by the Allies at 0455 on 12 February.

Meanwhile, on the same date the Igel-1 and Igel-2 U-boats were ordered to steam, at an economical speed, 150 miles to the westward; this would have made the centre of the U-boats' operational area at approximately 56° 51'N 23° 48'W.9 But it was not until 14 February that a convoy was sighted. At 1807 on that date, a GAF aircraft sighted at 55° 21'N 10° 35'W a westbound convoy, which included two escort aircraft carriers, just west of the entrance to the North Channel.10 The convoy was steering a course of 260 degrees and was assumed by the Germans to be ON-224 but was, in fact, OS-68/KMS-42.11 The Germans at this time did not realize that besides OS-68/KMS-42 there were also two other Allied convoys — ONS-29 and HX-278 — in the vicinity. To intercept the convoy, the Igel groups were ordered to steam towards positions centering around 55°
The next day, GAF reconnaissance aircraft reported that the Allied convoy was steering a course of 230 degrees; the Igel groups were then directed to new positions to intercept the Allied ships.\(^3\)

At 1229 on 16 February U-546 reported it had been attacked by an Allied aircraft.\(^4\) The U-boat was caught on the surface, steaming southeast, ahead of HX-278 and was attacked with depth charges by a Sunderland aircraft of the 201st RAF Squadron. U-456 was damaged but managed to escape.\(^5\) Several hours later, two Junker 290 aircraft overflew Convoys ONS-29 and OS-68/KMS-42; one of the German aircraft circled ONS-29 before being shot down by a fighter aircraft from HMS Bitter, an escort carrier with ON-68/KMS-42. The second Junker was destroyed by a Beaufighter of the 235th RAF Squadron, which was controlled during the action from HMS Bitter.\(^6\) Just before they were shot down, one of the Junkers reported that it had sighted a convoy steering a course of 180 degrees with a speed of between six and 6.5 knots.\(^7\) The BdU thought that this course was too southerly and that it must be "presumably deceptive."\(^8\) At 2019, U-984 reported that it had been attacked by a Leigh Light-equipped aircraft and several hours later U-608 was over-run by an eastbound convoy.\(^9\)

U-oOS’s report apparently did not make an impression on the BdU, for it still believed there was only one westbound convoy in the area. During the daylight hours of 17 February two GAF aircraft were dispatched to the area where the westbound convoy was thought to be located. On the basis of reports from these aircraft, the BdU apparently concluded that the Allied ships were further to the east and south than they were in fact located.\(^10\) At 1456 the Igel groups were directed to steam submerged on a course of 125 degrees.\(^11\) An hour later these orders were amended: Igel-1 was to continue to "sweep to the south" while several U-boats from Igel-2 were to proceed on a course of 340 degrees.\(^12\) It was intended that on the night of 17 February the suspected Allied convoy would be shadowed by GAF aircraft, which would direct the U-boats toward the Allied ships using radio beacons. In the event, nothing came of these intentions since the two aircraft sent to shadow the convoy had to return to base because of mechanical "defects."\(^13\)

Because of the failure of the reconnaissance sorties, the BdU still did not comprehend the Allied order of battle. Convoys OS-68/KMS-42 and HX-278 had thus passed beyond the danger area and the BdU was now stalking ONS-29, which was being followed and overtaken by the much faster ON-244. Nevertheless, the BdU made preparations to intercept an Allied westbound convoy. The twenty-five U-boats of Igel-1 and Igel-2 were reformed into the Hai group and ordered to deploy by 1800 on 18 February into two patrol lines running roughly from 52°N 25°W to 49°N 23°W.\(^14\) This movement was to be carried out submerged during the day and on the surface only after dark.\(^15\) The plan was for GAF aircraft to intercept the convoy between 2045 and 2130 on the night of 18 February and to direct the U-boats to the Allied ships by transmitting radio beacons and dropping white magnesium flares. It was the intention of the BdU to "stage a convoy battle of the old sort." That is, the BdU wanted the U-boats to undertake a surface night mass assault on the convoy. Therefore, they were ordered not to submerge
when closing with the enemy and to be prepared to engage Allied aircraft. Further, if the operation were to be continued into the daylight hours of 19 February, the U-boats were to be prepared to beat off Allied aircraft with anti-aircraft guns. The Allies knew from GAF overflights, "decrypts," and radio direction-finding fixes that ONS-29 and ON-244 were threatened. As a result, the shore-based air escort for both was strengthened and the 2nd, 7th, and 10th Escort Groups were dispatched to reinforce the escorts of the two convoys. During the night of 17 February ON-224 was routed further to the south and, at dawn on 18 February, it was some distance to the east of the Hai patrol lines. At this time the BdU did not know the exact locations of the Allied convoys and no reconnaissance flights were planned for the daylight hours, since the Germans were husbanding their aircraft to make a maximum effort during the night of 18/19 February. The Germans and the Allies used communications intelligence and during the afternoon of 18 February, the BdU received a fix from a shore-based radio direction-finder on a radio guard ship which placed the Allied convoy at approximately 50° N 21°W, which indicated to the Germans an evasion to the south. As a result of this information the BdU ordered the U-boats to steer, submerged, a course of 150 degrees for twenty miles and then at 2100 hours to surface and head due south at eleven knots. At 1310 U-264 sighted three escorts; at 1430 the ships of the 10th Escort Group were conducting a search some twenty miles off the starboard bow of ONS-29 at 48°32'N 23° 36'W when a sonar contact was obtained by HMS Sprey. The contact was attacked and U-406 was sunk.

Subsequently the GAF during the night of 18/19 February dispatched ten reconnaissance flights to search for the convoy. The first aircraft, probably owing to navigational errors, did not sight any Allied ships. By 2128 the BdU, in the absence of any reports from the aircraft, concluded by means of dead reckoning that the convoy was to the east of the U-boats and ordered the Hai group to steer in that direction at thirteen knots. As the U-boats were steaming east on the surface at high speed, a Leigh-light B-24 Liberator from the 53rd RAF Squadron intercepted and attacked without results U-603 and U-386. At 0212 on 19 February U-437 sighted starshells at a bearing of 345 degrees true.

In the meantime a GAF aircraft at 0110 had sighted ONS-29 and ON-224, which were now so close together that they appeared to the Germans to be a single convoy. The aircraft shadowed the Allied ships until 0210, sending radio signals to home in the U-boats. Even though four U-boats picked up the signals, the bearings were too acute for an accurate fix. But the BdU concluded that the Allied force was to the northwest of the U-boats and sixteen subs were ordered to chase in that direction. In the next three hours several U-boats sighted Allied escorts and U-146 fired a torpedo, which missed, at a corvette. Still the U-boats failed to make contact with the main body of the convoy. At 0500 a second GAF aircraft sighted it and began sending radio signals. Five U-boats obtained bearings and the convoy's position was calculated. The Hai group was ordered "to go for it. Make use of the opportunities." The BdU thought that "in theory 6-8 Boats could have reached the convoy before direct light." The reality was that there was not enough time remaining for the U-boats to mount an attack before daybreak. At 0551 U-
386 reported being attacked by an Allied aircraft. At 0625, to avoid the threat of further air attacks, the Hai group was ordered to submerge.

During the night of 18 February, the Allied ships knew from intercepted German radio transmissions that there were a number of U-boats in the vicinity; however, there were no meaningful contacts. At dawn on 19 February the 2nd Escort Group began to conduct a series of sweeps astern of ON-224 and at 1007 a sonar contact was obtained on U-264. After a protracted hunt the U-boat was forced to the surface and was sunk by gunfire from HMS Starling and HMS Woodpecker. The 2nd Escort Group remained in the region hunting U-boats and at 2155 a radio signal was located by radio-direction finders at a range of fifteen miles. The British ships steamed towards the position of the suspected U-boat. Forty minutes later HMS Woodpecker was hit in the stern by an acoustic homing torpedo fired by U-764. Meanwhile the 10th Escort Group, after being detached from ONS-29, which was now considered beyond the danger area, at 1426 encountered U-386. The U-boat was forced to the surface with depth charges and sunk with gunfire by HMS Sprey.

At 1242 on 19 February, the Hai group was disbanded. Five U-boats were ordered to return to port and the remainder were informed that "further orders will follow." The BdU concluded that the operations of the Hai group had "failed" owing to the inability of the GAF to locate the Allied convoy. According to the BdU, the failure of the GAF to fly reconnaissance missions on the night of 17 February resulted in the Germans not realizing that there was a "tendency" for the convoy to steam to the south. Moreover, the inability of the GAF to locate the convoy before 0200 on the night of 18 February resulted in the loss of six hours of darkness in which the U-boats could have attacked. When the Allied ships were finally located the radio beacon signals sent by GAF aircraft were inadequate to produce a proper fix on the convoys' position until it was too late for the U-boats to mount an attack. Nevertheless, the BdU still thought it possible for GAF aircraft to locate an Allied convoy and then to home in on a group of U-boats. "This type of operation," it was resolved at the BdU, "will have to be tried again and again."

The remaining U-boats of the Hai group were ordered at 1218 on 20 February to steam to the westward "at most economical speed." The Germans intended to attack an Allied convoy on 28 February between Britain and Gibraltar. On 22 February, the BdU established the Preussen group consisting of U-boats just out from French bases and those from the former Hai group. Eighteen U-boats of the Preussen group were ordered to take up individual patrol areas scattered over a huge area between latitudes 53°N and 47°N and longitudes 30°W and 23°W, the centre of which was about 700 miles west-southwest of Ireland.

The region of the North Atlantic in which the Preussen group were to be stationed was much-traveled by Allied convoys to and from Great Britain and was also heavily patrolled by Allied anti-submarine aircraft and hunter-killer escort groups, Allied warships that were to hunt down and sink U-boats. On the night of 25 February the 1st Escort Group, while conducting an anti-submarine sweep, discovered U-91, which was forced to the surface by depth charges and sunk by gunfire; her crew abandoned the vessel.
That same day the BdU ordered the *Preussen* group to the southeast.\(^6\) The BdU was attempting to intercept Convoy ON-225, which "according to a radio intelligence report" would be encountered on 27 February. But no convoy was sighted.\(^6\)

The Allies knew from communications intelligence of the deployment of the *Preussen* group and had moved two escort groups into the area to hunt for the German vessels.\(^6\) On 29 February the frigates of the 1st Escort Group obtained a sonar contact. The hunt for the U-boat, which was *U-358*, lasted for thirty-four hours into the early evening of the next day. At 1920 on 1 March HMS *Gould* was hit by an acoustic torpedo fired by *U-358*; as the frigate was sinking HMS *Afflect*, sighting *U-358* attempting to escape on the surface, attacked and sank the U-boat with depth charges and gunfire.\(^6\) To the south of this position, an American escort group was also hunting U-boats belonging to the *Preussen* group. At 2100 on 29 February, the destroyer escorts USS *Thomas* and *Bostwick* surprised *U-709* on the surface. The U-boat was hunted by the Americans until the early hours of 1 March when the German vessel was sunk by the *Thomas* in a depth charge attack. While the *Thomas* was sinking *U-709*, the *Bostwick* obtained a sonar contact on a second U-boat, *U-603*, which was immediately attacked with depth charges and also destroyed.\(^6\) On 2 March *U-441* reported sighting starshells, and attacked without success an Allied escort vessel; three days later *U-741* was attacked, without receiving any damage, by an Allied aircraft.\(^6\) The *Preussen* group was on 6 March ordered to move northward "at economical speed." On the basis of "radio intercept intelligence" the BdU had concluded that two Allied convoys had "followed the Great Circle instead of steering very southerly course as before" and intended to station fifteen U-boats in individual attacking positions to intercept any Allied convoys that might in future use this route.\(^6\)

*U-575*, trying to join the *Preussen* group, at 2300 on 8 March sighted four Allied ships belonging to Convoy SL-150/MKS-41. The U-boat attempted to close on the surface, but was intercepted by the corvette HMS *Asphodel*. After submerging, *U-575* fired an acoustic homing torpedo from its stern torpedo tubes, sinking the British warship.\(^6\) The U-boat was then attacked with depth charges and hunted for eighteen hours by other British escorts, but managed to escape.\(^6\)

The next day, 10 March at 1423, *U-845* sighted Convoy SC-154 steering a course of 020 degrees. This information was immediately radioed to the BdU. Astern of SC-143 the Canadian destroyer HMCS *St. Laurent* obtained a high-frequency direction-finder bearing on *U-845*’s radio transmission and in company with two other Canadian warships hunted and sank the U-boat.\(^6\) A few hours later, a Sunderland flying boat of the 422nd RCAF Squadron, sweeping ahead of SC-154, sighted and attacked in the face of heavy anti-aircraft fire *U-625*. The damaged U-boat first submerged and then re-surfaced. The aircraft circled, exchanging gunfire with the enemy vessel. After an hour and a half the crew of *U-625* took to a number of rubber dinghies as the sub sank by the stern.\(^6\) *U-741* and *U-256* were ordered to pick up the crew. After searching in vain for two days, *U-256* was attacked several times by Allied aircraft but was able to shoot down one RAF Wellington and to survive.\(^6\) Several hours after the sinking of *U-625*, the northernmost U-boat of the *Preussen* group, *U-225*, sighted Convoy CU-16 and sank the destroyer...
escort USS *Leopold* before escaping. The next day, *U-225* was attacked by an RAF B-24 Liberator aircraft. Two Germans were wounded, but *U-225* again escaped.

Knowing from communications intelligence the approximate location of the U-boats the Allies continued to send aircraft over the area patrolled by the *Preussen* group. At 0147 on 13 March, a Wellington aircraft of the 172nd RAF Squadron obtained a radar contact with a U-boat at approximately 46° 13’N 27° 28’W. The target, which was *U-575*, was illuminated by a Leigh-light and attacked with depth charges. The British aircraft continued to track the sub with radar until about 0330, when the U-boat submerged. Before the Wellington left the area at 0445, markers were dropped and a B-17 Fortress aircraft from the 206th RAF Squadron was summoned to continue the hunt. This aircraft arrived at 0655 and at first light sighted *U-575* on the surface and attacked with depth charges, forcing the U-boat again to submerge. The B-17 circled, dropping markers and calling for reinforcements. The first Allied forces to arrive were TBF Avenger aircraft from the escort carrier USS *Bogue*. The American aircraft was quickly followed by another RAF B-17. As the Allied aircraft circled, the destroyer escort USS *Haverfield*, followed by the Canadian frigate HMCS *Prince Rupert*, which had been detached from Convoy ON-227, arrived. Sonar contact was quickly obtained and the two warships, later joined by the destroyer USS *Hobson*, repeatedly attacked *U-575* with hedgehogs and depth charges. At 1934 *U-575* was blasted to the surface and sunk with gunfire. *U-575* had finally succumbed to superior Allied anti-submarine forces.

Throughout most of March three British escort aircraft carriers — HMS *Vindex*, *Biter* and *Tracker* — were deployed west of Ireland to support convoys. On the night of 13 March aircraft from HMS *Vindex* attacked without success *U-262*. Later that night Swordfish aircraft from HMS *Vindex* located and attacked *U-653*. The U-boat was forced to dive before being attacked with depth charges and sunk by the sloops HMS *Starling* and HMS *Wild Goose*. *U-311* on the morning of 17 March obtained a hydrophone bearing on a convoy and shadowed the Allied force, CU-17, until 1800 when the U-boat torpedoed and sank the tanker *Seakay*? The American escort counter-attacked with depth charges, although *U-311* managed to escape. At 2228 on 22 March the BdU ended the operation and the *Preussen* group was disbanded.

The operations of the *Igel*, *Hai*, and *Preussen* groups represented a German defeat. Ten U-boats were lost while the Germans only sank four Allied warships and a tanker. The U-boat's objective had been to prevent the Allies from salling merchant ships across the Atlantic; in this they failed completely, for in thirty-one days of operations the only merchant ship sunk was the tanker *Seakay*. Why was their record so poor? There are several reasons. Through lack of intelligence about the movements of Allied convoys the Germans had great difficulty locating and intercepting Allied ships. It was hoped that this problem could be overcome with the assistance of land-based GAF reconnaissance aircraft, but the small number of aircraft available and the inability to coordinate their movements with those of the U-boats resulted in the total failure of the *Hai* group. The BdU wanted to stage another joint operation against an Allied convoy early in March, but the operation was not undertaken because of the small number of both
aircraft and U-boats available. At the end of the Preussen group operations, there were only twelve type-VII U-boats and nine Junker 290 and BV-22 long range reconnaissance aircraft available, a force that the BdU judged too small for anti-convoy work. The lack of intelligence, shortage of reconnaissance aircraft and U-boats, and outdated technology hampered their chances. Even when the Germans did locate a convoy the U-boats were thwarted continually by Allied anti-submarine forces employing the latest technology. Further, the Allies knew from communications intelligence of the deployment of the U-boats, and the whole area where the Igel, Hai, and Preussen groups were operating was constantly searched by Allied ships and aircraft. The Germans, due to the overwhelming strength of the Allied anti-submarine forces and the heavy losses sustained in February and March, finally abandoned further attempts to contest seriously the movement of Allied convoys in the North Atlantic. Thus, the U-boats could no longer prevent or even retard the massing of Allied forces in Great Britain for the invasion of Europe in June 1944.
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